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1 COMMENTARY
1.1

Welcome to the latest edition of ARK’s Market Synopsis report covering market
outcomes to the end of October and with Rightmove picking up reporting for
November. We have also included the Regulator for Social Housing’s Quarterly
Survey for Q2 report in the final section of this report.

1.2

According to Halifax “The average UK house price now tops a quarter of a
million pounds (£250,457) for the first time in history”. We cannot see any way
that house price inflation is good for anyone but downsizers. The Independent
reports the median income of a full time employee as £30,353 so the average
house is now 8.25 x median salaries.

1.3

The reports are all suggesting lower house price inflation in 2021, which will be
welcomed, particularly for First Time Buyers.

1.4

There are two trends now starting to be backed by data. The first relates to the
Covid related re-evaluation of the desire for houses over flats. Halifax reports
that flat prices are up by 2.0% (£2,883) compared to a 6.0% (27,371) increase
for detached homes.

1.5

Data from Nationwide shows a loss in momentum over the recent months.
However, market activity seems to be holding strong as behavioural shifts in
wanting more space continues to support market activity.

1.6

In homeownership terms, there is a strong drive towards houses over flats. We
are seeing that preference expressed across tenures and readers planning to
build flats need to pay attention to the access to, and quality of, outdoor space.

1.7

The second trend can be found in the Nationwide reporting in which they
have started picking up the trend in demand for greener homes. In their
reporting 41% of respondents wanted to improve their energy efficiency and
reduce their carbon footprint – this was almost as many people who wanted to
add/maximise space.

1.8

This may be due to the increased awareness of climate change, and at ARK we
believe this trend will become more significant in the near future, given the UK’s
commitment towards carbon zero emissions by 2050.

1.9

Whatever the reason, those building for sale and shared ownership may find
that greener, as well as larger homes, present a USP that customers will respond
to. We are not yet clear as to whether that is able to drive premium pricing.

1.10 It was pleasing to see Nationwide reporting that “energy efficiency is better
among social rented stock (properties owned by local authorities or housing
associations)” and we are supporting clients in the drive to decarbonise the
sector.
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1.11 The Regulator of Social Housing’s Q2 report makes interesting reading:
•

The Regulator reports “The number of AHO units unsold for more than
six months increased by 15% to 3,973; the highest number recorded
since the data was first collected in 2009. This increases the proportion
of stock that has been unsold for over six months from 44% in June to
52% at the end of September”.

•

There are good reasons; record numbers of completions up to March
followed by a shutdown and then decent numbers being handed over
post lockdown will all have contributed and anecdotally providers have
been bullish about the volume of sales being achieved across the
summer and to date.

•

But the Regulator reports “a small number of providers have reported
delays in mortgage applications being approved as building safety
certificates are obtained.”

1.12 We await the Quarter 3 figures with interest. We know that potential Shared
Owners are likely to have been disproportionately affected by furlough,
redundancy and job uncertainty, at some point we must expect that to feed into
sales.

2 HIGHLIGHTS
2.1

Halifax reported annual house price increased to 7.5%, marking the strongest
growth since mid-2016. However, month-on-month price growth fell to 0.3%
from 1.5% in September.

2.2

Nationwide reports annual price rising to 5.8% - the highest since January 2015.
On a month-on-month basis, house price growth rose to 0.9%.

2.3

Moving to RICS, key indications (buyer enquiries, agreed sales, new instructions
and prices) continue to remain strong in October. Regionally, agreed sales for
East Anglia (net balance of +72%) North West (+62%) and the Midlands (+60%)
display strong readings. Near term sales outlook still holds in positive territory
but the 12-month outlook is looking subdued “with a net balance of -27% of
respondents anticipating sales will begin to weaken over the longer time-frame.”

2.4

Hometrack reported house price growth at +3.5%. Regionally, house price
growth was above 4% in the North West, Wales, Yorkshire & the Humber and
the East Midlands. Demand slowed down since summer to pre-COVID levels
however remains 34% higher than the same time last year.

2.5

Hometrack also mentions “we expect completed sales in 2021 to be in line with
2020 levels at 1.1m.” It further adds “We expect house price inflation to end
2020 at 4% and then slow to 1% by the end of 2021 as weaker demand and
economic uncertainty reduces the upward pressure on prices.”
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2.6

In Rightmove’s reporting we see a dip in house prices for November with a
reading 0.5 % (-£1,505), despite strong demand. The report also indicates a
“stronger growth in activity in the higher price bands, where buyers stand to
make the biggest stamp duty savings.”

2.7

Rightmove states that regionally, the South is performing better than it did a
year go with the East of England recording the number of agreed sales going up
by 72% and the South East going up by 69%.

2.8

In our final report, the Quarterly Survey for Q2, “AHO sales totalled 3,823 units
compared to the 3,652 completions reported in the quarter [June to
September]. The total number of unsold AHO units reduced by 3% to reach
7,676 at the end of September.”

2.9

Adding to this, “The number of AHO units unsold for more than six months
increased by 15% to 3,973; the highest number recorded since the data was
first collected in 2009.”

2.10 For market sales, statistics looked as such: “There were 1,461 market sales in
the quarter compared to the 1,005 units developed.” This marks the second
highest number of market sales recorded since 2014 (when the data was first
collected).
2.11 “The overall number of unsold units decreased by 17% over the quarter to
2,344, and the number of units unsold for over six months decreased by 4% to
1,460.”
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3 HALIFAX (OCTOBER)
3.1

Russell Galley, Managing Director, Halifax, said: “The average UK house price
now tops a quarter of a million pounds (£250,457) for the first time in history, as
annual house price inflation rose to 7.5% in October, its highest rate since mid2016. Underlying the pace of recent price growth in the market is the 5.3% gain
over the past four months, the strongest since 2006. However, month-onmonth price growth slowed considerably, down to just 0.3% compared to 1.5%
in September.

3.2

“Overall we saw a broad continuation of recent trends with the market still
predominantly being driven by home-mover demand for larger houses. Since
March flat prices are up by 2.0% compared to a 6.0% increase for a typical
detached property. In cash terms that equates to a £2,883 increase for flats
compared to a £27,371 rise for detached houses.

3.3

“This level of price inflation is underpinned by unusually high levels of demand,
with latest industry figures showing home-buyer mortgage approvals at their
highest level since 2007, as transaction levels continue to be supercharged by
pent-up demand as a result of the spring/summer lockdown, as well as the
Chancellor’s waiver on stamp duty for properties up to £500,000.

3.4

“While Government support measures have undoubtedly helped to delay the
expected downturn in the housing market, they will not continue indefinitely
and, as we move through autumn and into winter, the macroeconomic
landscape in the UK remains highly uncertain.”
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Click here to read more.
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4 NATIONWIDE (OCTOBER)
4.1

Commenting on the figures, Robert Gardner, Nationwide's Chief Economist,
said: “Annual house price growth rose to 5.8% in October – its highest level
since January 2015. UK house prices rose 0.8% month-on-month in October
after taking account of seasonal effects, following a 0.9% rise in September.

4.2

“Data suggests that the economic recovery has lost momentum in recent
months with economic growth slowing sharply to 2.1% in August, down from
6.4% in July, despite a strong boost to the hospitality sector from the Eat Out to
Help Out scheme, which has since expired.

4.3

“Labour market conditions also weakened with the unemployment rate rising to
4.5% in the three months to August – still low by historic standards, but up from
an average of 3.8% in 2019.

4.4

“Nevertheless, housing market activity has remained robust. Mortgage
approvals for house purchase climbed to 91,500 in September – the highest
level since 2007.

4.5

“The outlook remains highly uncertain and will depend heavily on how the
pandemic and the measures to contain it evolve as well as the efficacy of policy
measures implemented to limit the damage to the wider economy. Behavioural
shifts as a result of Covid-19 may provide support for housing market activity,
while the stamp duty holiday will continue to provide a near term boost by
bringing purchases forward.

4.6

“However, activity is likely to slow in the coming quarters, perhaps sharply, if
the labour market weakens as most analysts expect, especially once the stamp
duty holiday expires at the end of March. Many looking to move rather than
improve, with green enhancements high up the agenda

4.7

“As we explored in last month’s report, behavioural shifts appear to be boosting
housing market activity as people reassess their housing needs and preferences.
Indeed, our poll in September suggested that 10% of those surveyed were in
the process of moving as a result of the pandemic, with a further 18%
considering a move for the same reason.

4.8

“But many others are looking to improve their property rather than move, with
around a third (35%) considering enhancing their home as a result of the
pandemic. Nearly half (47%) of those wanted to add or maximise space.

4.9

“Interestingly, 41% wanted to improve energy efficiency and reduce their
carbon footprint – almost as many as those looking to add or maximise space –
which may reflect increased public awareness of the climate crisis.
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Source: Nationwide

4.10 “Over the past ten years energy efficiency has improved significantly as many
properties have carried out some energy improvements, such as loft and cavity
wall insulation. The latest data (from 2018) shows 34% of the stock is rated C or
higher, up from 10% in 2008.
4.11 “Nevertheless, this means that two thirds of the total housing stock in England
is still rated D or below.
4.12 “Newly built properties typically have a much higher EPC rating (94% are rated
C or above), although the stock increases very slowly (1% per annum). While
energy efficient once built, a significant proportion of new homes’ carbon
footprint relates to its construction (between 25% and 50%).
4.13 “As shown on the chart below, energy efficiency is better among social rented
stock (properties owned by local authorities or housing associations), due to
tighter regulation.”
4.14 Click here to read more.
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5 RICS: UK RESIDENTIAL MARKET SURVEY (OCTOBER)
5.1

Looking at new buyer enquiries, a net balance of +46% of respondents cited an
increase in demand at the headline level during October. This marks the fifth
consecutive positive monthly reading, following the lockdown induced slump
seen earlier in the year. Although the most recent figure is a little more modest
compared to those posted over the previous four months, it remains consistent
with solid momentum behind buyer demand nonetheless.

Source: RICS, UK Residential Market Survey

5.2

Meanwhile, the survey’s indicator tracking new instructions coming onto the
sales market remained in positive territory for a fifth successive report, posting
a net balance of +32% compared with +38% previously. As such, this represents
the longest uninterrupted sequence of growth in fresh listings going back to
2013. Consequently, stock levels on estate agents books edged up slightly to
average 43 homes per branch (from 42 last month). Despite the latest pick-up, it
should be highlighted that the current level of inventories being reported
remains relatively low when placed in a historical context.

5.3

With regards to transaction volumes, a national net balance of +41% of
contributors saw a rise in agreed sales over the month. Again, the latest return
has eased slightly compared to +54% in September, but remains well above the
average reading posted over the past year (+9%). At the regional level, East
Anglia stands out as displaying particularly robust sales momentum at present
(net balance +72%), while the North West and West Midlands also exhibit
elevated net balance readings of +62% and +60% respectively.
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5.4

Looking ahead, sales expectations for the coming three months remain modestly
positive, returning a net balance of +17% (compared with +16% last time). That
said, sentiment towards the twelvemonth sales outlook is more downbeat, with
a net balance of -27% of respondents anticipating sales will begin to weaken
over the longer time-frame.

Source: RICS, UK Residential Market Survey

5.5

Notwithstanding this, the current upswing in demand and sales continues to
drive house prices higher. At the headline level, a net balance of +68% of survey
contributors saw prices increase in October (up slightly from +62% previously).
What’s more, house prices are rising across all parts of the UK, with Wales, the
West Midlands, the South West and Yorkshire & the Humber all seeing
exceptionally strong growth (in net balance terms).

5.6

Even so, respondents appear doubtful that this rate of house price inflation can
be sustained for much longer. Indeed, near term price expectations were
trimmed slightly at the national level over the month, with the net balance
coming in at +13% compared to +22% in September. Further out, at the twelve
month time horizon, respondents expect a much flatter trend in house prices to
emerge, evidenced by the latest net balance for the series easing to +8% at the
national level.

5.7

Click here to read more.
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6 HOMETRACK (OCTOBER)
6.1

High demand and rising activity continues to push the rate of UK house price
growth higher, to +3.5% in October, up from +1.2% a year ago. At a region and
country level, house price growth is over 4% in the North West, Wales,
Yorkshire and the Humber and the East Midlands. At a city level, Nottingham
and Manchester are recording annual price inflation of over 5% with all cities
recording higher growth rates than a year ago.

6.2

Demand for housing has been slowing since the summer and has fallen below
pre-lockdown levels yet remains 34% higher than this time last year. High
demand, and more available supply, has boosted the number of sales agreed,
currently running 38% higher than a year ago, adding to the sizable pipeline of
business moving towards completion in 2020 Q4 and 2021 Q1.

6.3

We expect a seasonal spike in demand in January 2021 as households enter the
market in the hope of completing a sale by the end of March and to take
advantage of the stamp duty holiday. Just over 50% of sales agreed in January
will make it. Beyond that we expect demand to slow as the impetus to move for
stamp duty savings dissipates for a portion of would-be buyers. There are
several factors that will shape the housing market outlook, with the pandemic
adding to the uncertainty.
OUR TOP FACTORS ARE SET OUT BELOW:
•

Vaccine: Progress on COVID -19 vaccines will determine how quickly
restrictions in movement during lockdowns, and therefore activity in key
sectors of the economy, can be relaxed. We assume a vaccine to help ease
restrictions and support a return towards normality from 2021 H2.

•

Economic outlook: Economic growth is set to rebound in 2021, supported
by an array of Government support, yet the unemployment rate is
expected to move higher towards 6.5% while income growth is muted.
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6.4

•

Trade deal with Europe: Negotiations on a trade deal look set to go to the
wire. In the absence of a comprehensive free trade deal, we assume some
form of agreement will be struck to keep the flow of goods running, but
with some possible impact on economic growth and trade early in 2021.

•

High LTV mortgages: Lenders have reduced the availability of home loans
for those with small deposits which is impacting first time buyer (FTB)
demand. Half of FTBs use loans of 85% loan to value (LTV) or more. A
prolonged lack of higher LTV finance would impact housing chains and
create further downside risks to the market outlook in 2021. We expect
lenders to return to higher LTV lending in 2021 Q1, but not initially at the
scale and competitive pricing seen in recent years.

•

Mortgage payment deferral and forbearance: The number of forced sellers
in a market impacts the outlook for pricing. We expect continued support
for mortgage borrowers to limit the number of forced sales. This is a result
of the extended mortgage payment deferral scheme to March 2021 and an
expectation that lenders will continue to pursue forbearance policies in
response to increasing arrears rates over 2021 H1.

•

Policy change: Tax increases and the impact on household finances is an
important factor as the Government looks to reduce record debt – a factor
that will run well beyond 2021. Higher rates of capital gains tax are likely
to be announced affecting private investors and second home-owners. The
timing of any change is key - a delayed implementation would provide a
limited boost to housing supply as owners crystalise gains before new
rules come into force. Further policy changes to support the housing
market and economy can not be ruled out in 2021.

•

Lifestyle changes and evolved working practices: The latent demand
unlocked by the first lockdown has further to run in our view when
combined with ongoing changes to working patterns for a proportion of
the population. This is likely to provide support to sales volumes in 2021.

While the near-term headwinds are clear, it is important to consider the broader
context. In our view, the scale of any downside for prices and turnover in 2021
is lower than in previous downturns - this is down to two factors:
•
•

Lower market liquidity and a decline in sales volumes over the last 5 years
No recent build-up to an excess over-valuation of house prices.

6.5

The sales pipeline is 50% bigger than this time last year and we expect
completed UK housing transactions to be 1.1m in 2020, just 6% lower than in
2019 – a major improvement on the outlook earlier this year. Sales have
rebounded faster and off a lower base in London and southern England where
we expect sales completions in 2020 to be up to 7% higher than in 2019.

6.6

Sales completions in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are expected to be
lower than in 2019 by up to 12% with their markets closed for longer in 2020
than across England.
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6.7

Looking ahead to 2021 there is a sizable pipeline of sales that will complete in
Q1 which will provide a boost to the annual total - we expect completed sales in
2021 to be in line with 2020 levels at 1.1m. If it was not for this ‘boosting
effect’ we believe sales completions would have totalled 1m, down 9% on 2020.

6.8

Our forecast for turnover in 2021 assumes that sales completions to run 2030% below normal levels over Q2 2020 and to then run 10% below 2019 levels
until the year end. This reflects economic factors impacting market sentiment
and that fact that a proportion of sales are likely to have been brought forward
into 2020 and 2021 Q1.

6.9

We expect house price inflation to end 2020 at 4% and then slow to 1% by the
end of 2021 as weaker demand and economic uncertainty reduces the upward
pressure on prices. At a regional level we expect growth to fall within a narrow
range between +1.75% in Scotland to +0.5% in the East of England.
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6.10 These central forecasts reflect the price change for all UK housing based on the
transactions that take place in the year. Shifting patterns of demand and an
uneven economic impact from the pandemic means local market factors will
continue to drive activity levels and pricing in local markets.
6.11 There is a distribution of growth around the national and regional averages. The
improvement in growth is widespread with 80% of homes in markets with
annual growth rates of >2% or higher, a clear shift from this time last year.
6.12 Looking further ahead, we expect levels of sales inventory to remain below
average over 2021 creating a scarcity of homes to buy. There may be some
over-hang of stock from the current boom in supply that does not sell but we
still see a lack of supply supporting pricing. Any sustained improvement in the
economic outlook that boosts demand would feed into house price growth.

6.13 2021 is set to be a year of transition as the nation continues to adjust to the
pandemic and the roll out of vaccines to control the transmission of COVID-19
so life can return closer to normal and the economy can continue to recover.
6.14 The cost of the pandemic has taken national debt to a record high with taxes set
to increase in the years ahead to start to pay down debt.
6.15 In the sales market, the long run trend has been one of persistently lower levels
of housing sales as a proportion of all private homes. In 2021 we expect just
4.5% of homes to transact, compared to a 60-year average of 7% and a high of
12% in 1988 (a homeowner moving every 8 years).
6.16 A combination of demographic, social, policy and economic factors have all
acted to reduce the liquidity of the housing market to a level that can’t go much
lower in our view.
6.17 Housing plays a very important role for the economy as we have seen in 2020.
The pandemic has re-enforced the importance of the home to UK households
and this will continue to support the market in 2021.
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6.18 As we emerge from the current crisis it is vital that policy makers focus more on
boosting the liquidity of the housing market that can support labour mobility,
economic growth and better housing choices for all households.
6.19 Housing as a store of wealth, an ageing population and faster growth in older,
single person households will all act to shape how the market evolves in the
years ahead.
6.20 New challenges lie ahead, not least the green energy and low carbon agenda
which will be the next big policy impact on the housing market.
6.21 Click here to read more.
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7 RIGHTMOVE (NOVEMBER)
7.1

The price of property coming to market this month has dipped by an average of
0.5% (-£1,505) despite continuing strong buyer demand since the start of
England’s second lockdown.

7.2

New sellers appear to be pricing more keenly, to improve their chances of
getting a quick sale and beating the March stamp duty deadline. However, the
market remains very active.

7.3

A study of different asking price bands between £100,000 and £500,000 shows
stronger growth in activity in the higher price bands, where buyers stand to
make the biggest stamp duty savings. The number of sales being agreed for
properties priced at between £100,000 and £200,000 is up by only 16% on this
time last year, which contrasts with sales agreed more than doubling (+106%) in
the £400,000 to £500,000 price band.

7.4

It is a similar picture for the drop in the number of days it is taking from the date
a property is listed on Rightmove until it is marked as under offer or sold subject
to contract by an agent. Overall, the time to secure a buyer is at a new record
low of 49 days, with the £400,000 to £500,000 price band seeing a drop of 23
days, compared to the £100,000 to £200,000 band seeing a drop of just eight
days.

7.5

Regionally, the south is performing best relative to last year for the number of
sales agreed, up by 72% in the East of England, and up by 69% in the South
East. Nationally, sales agreed are up by 50% on this time last year, a softening
from the 70% year-on-year jump recorded in last month’s report.

7.6

Rightmove now estimates that there are 650,000 sales currently going through
the buying and selling process. That is 67% more than at the same time in 2019,
and illustrates the scale of the challenges now being faced by mortgage lenders
and the legal profession to get these deals to legal completion. Around a third of
transactions in the pipeline would still be exempt from stamp duty after the
holiday ends, due to being below thresholds or qualifying for first-time buyer
exemptions, but even then there could others in the chain who need to rush to
complete their purchase before 31st March.

7.7

Click here to read more.
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8 REGULATOR OF SOCIAL HOUSING - QUARTERLY SURVEY
FOR Q2 (JUNE TO SEPTEMBER)
8.1

AHO sales totalled 3,823 units compared to the 3,652 completions reported in
the quarter. The total number of unsold AHO units reduced by 3% to reach
7,676 at the end of September. Following the substantial reduction in the
number of units completed and sold in quarter one, numbers of both were back
to a level more consistent with pre-coronavirus performance. Completions and
sales were both slightly higher than in the same quarter of the previous year,
and exceeded the average numbers recorded over the last three years.

8.2

The number of AHO units unsold for more than six months increased by 15% to
3,973; the highest number recorded since the data was first collected in 2009.
This increases the proportion of stock that has been unsold for over six months
from 44% in June to 52% at the end of September. The increase in units unsold
for over six months follows the record number of units developed in the quarter
ending March 2020, when 4,870 units were completed.

8.3

Providers have also reported experiencing ongoing delays in sale completions as
a result of the pandemic, and a small number of providers have reported delays
in mortgage applications being approved as building safety certificates are
obtained.

8.4

Of the units unsold for over six months, 29% were held by providers operating
mainly in London and the South East. This is consistent with the higher levels of
development undertaken in these areas; 29% of the AHO units completed over
the last 12 months were reported by providers operating mainly in these areas.

8.5

Nine providers were holding over 100 units of stock that had been unsold for
more than six months, accounting for 40% of the total figure. Where sales
income has been delayed, the regulator will monitor the provider’s liquidity
exposure and test business plans to ensure they are robust enough to cope with
a range of adverse scenarios.

8.6

There were 1,461 market sales in the quarter compared to the 1,005 units
developed. This was the second highest number of market sales achieved since
the data was first collected in 2014. The number of units completed was almost
three times higher than in the previous quarter, but still below the levels seen
immediately before the coronavirus pandemic; during 2019/20, an average of
1,563 units were completed each quarter.

8.7

The high number of market sales in comparison to units being developed has
resulted in a reduction in both the overall number of units unsold, and the
number unsold for over six months. The overall number of unsold units
decreased by 17% over the quarter to 2,344, and the number of units unsold for
over six months decreased by 4% to 1,460.
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8.8

Although the number of unsold market sale units has reduced, the proportion of
stock that has been unsold for over six months has increased to 62% (June:
54%); the highest level recorded since the data was first collected in 2014. As
with AHO sales, providers have reported ongoing delays in sale completions as
a result of the coronavirus pandemic, and in a small number of cases, delays
with mortgage applications being approved as building safety certificates are
obtained.

8.9

Development for outright market sale continues to be concentrated in relatively
few providers, with around half of the unsold market sale units reported at the
end of the quarter being held by seven providers.

8.10 Of the market sale units unsold for over six months, 26% were held by
providers operating mainly in London where development is concentrated; 25%
of market sale units developed over the last 12 months were reported by
providers operating mainly in this area.
8.11 The pipeline of AHO completions expected in the next 18 months stood at
35,221 units (June pipeline: 33,230) of which 29,470 units were contractually
committed. Pipeline AHO units are now at their highest level ever reported
(data first collected in 2009), having exceeded the levels being forecast before
the coronavirus pandemic. The pipeline figures represent a 66% increase in
AHO development compared to actual performance in the 18 months to
September 2020, when there were 21,186 completions.
8.12 For market sale, completions expected over the next 18 months stood at
11,406 units (June pipeline: 10,390), of which 10,381 were contractually
committed. This is an increase on pipeline numbers from the previous two
quarters, but 14% below the pipeline figures reported in the same quarter of the
previous year. The pipeline figures represent a 50% increase in market sale
development in comparison to the actual completions achieved over the
previous 18 months, which stood at 7,604 units.
8.13 Click here to read more.
ARK Consultancy Limited
December 2020
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